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When we first moved to Asia we were naively surprised that holidays we formally anticipated as 'off' were, in a 
foreign context, just regular days. Though initially disappointed that, for example, Christmas was not a national 
holiday, we quickly learned to appreciate the opportunity to be with our coworkers on this very special day, 
giving us enhanced opportunity to incorporate clear teachings and expressions of our faith towards those 
around us. Other holiday scenarios prove beneficial for other reasons. American Thanksgiving, for example, is 
naturally not recognized in any Asian country; however, similar versions do exist which give us insight into our 
host cultures while also reminding us of the merciful goodness of God our Father, from whom all blessings flow. 
This week, Koreans peninsula-wide celebrated Chuseok [chew-soak], a lunar festival celebrating the harvest. 
Sometimes referred to as 'Korean Thanksgiving,' this event reunites families for traditional meals and, 
particularly for non-believers, ancestor worship, which is a common practice in the region. 

This month we have more or less returned to a recognizable routine. We look to God for guidance in an 
important matter related to the worshipping community of which we are a part as International Lutheran 
Church in Seoul has begun the process of looking to call a full-time pastor to shepherd the flock. We also are 
grateful for the chance Dee Dee has to support and encourage both children (through a social ministry that she 
leads at local orphanages) and women (through her women's Christian fellowship group). Matt will continue to 
work closely with the missionaries and teams stationed in Seoul, Chiayi (Taiwan), Hong Kong, and Bangkok 
(Thailand). And Lily and Olivia, though attending different schools, are eager to learn in their respective grades 
while playing important mission roles within our church and community. 

Your continued interest and partnership sustains us, by God's grace, and we are thankful for the opportunity to 
serve together with you. Thank you, and early autumn blessings to you all in Jesus. 

(left)  Dee Dee leads a women's group to encourage each other, pray, and read the Bible. (center)  Gift sets of canned tuna, cooking oil, and 
processed 'luncheon meat' on display for the Chuseok holiday. (right)  One of the children at one of the orphanages where Dee Dee serves.
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